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improve studnts' attitudes about manual labor; (6) VTE cannot be
mandated as a terminal levl of education; (7) a country's needs in
vocational skills cannot be predicted with reasonable accuracy even 2
years ahead; (8) the provision of WE need not be the responsibility
of the state; (9) private provision of VTE skills is more efficient
than Ministry of Education-provided courses; (10) it is unjust to
support education that benefits the few at the expense of the many;
(11) YTS is not the only way to facilitate job skills: on-the-job
training may be quicker and clwaper. and (12) VTS malt not provide the
flexibility needed by the conomy. Developing countries should
e xamine these issues and sot repeat the mistakes of the past. In most
cases, vocational training should be provided by employers or outside
the regular school system, and not by the Ministry of Education.
(IC)
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THE ROLE OF TEE VOIR FORCE

That the work force tontributes to development is no longer an

iseue, if it ever was one. Several studies in the last quarter century

have demonstrated that the provision of physical capital alone is not a

sufficient condition for economic growth. The numbers of people employed,

and especially the skills embodied in the labor force, contribute

substantially to development. (For the early classics in the United States

and advanced European countries see Schultz, 1961 and Denison, 1967. For a

more recent review, including developing countries, see Peacharopoulos

1984).

The issue today is what kind of work force would mostly

accelerate economic development and growth.

In providing an answer to this question, it is useful to

distinguish between the early days of the human capital investment notion

and now. In the early days it was thought that the provision of "high

level manpower" and "middle level vocational education" should be given

priority to serve a country's developmental objectives. Bug: during the

past quarter centur Y, we have accumulated much empirical evidence on what

use taken for granted in the early sixties -- about the effectiveness or

social desirability of highly qualified and middle level technicians.

Virtually ell early development plans assumed this without any supporting

evidence.

* The views expressed here are those of the author and should not be
necessarily attributed to the World Bank.
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6. Terminality. To put the above point in a different way, VTE

cannot be mandated as a terminal level of education. If

opportunities for employment and advancement remain with the

genergl education streams, graduates will always find their

way into such streams, even if official cross-overs are not

permitted.

7. Futurology. A country's "needs" in vocational skills cannot

be predicted with a reasonable accuracy even two years

ahead. The acceleration of the rate of technological

development will make such predictions even harder -- or

pointless -- in the future. (See Ahmed and Blaug, 1973).
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4. Employment. VTE does not necessarily create employment. In

a region where employment opportunities are declining in

general, provision of V72 may be an expensive way of testing

Say's Law, i.e., that supply will create ita own demand.

(Such testing seems to be taking place now in the United

Kingdom).

5. Brainwashing. VTE does not improve students' attitudes

about manual labor. When enwilling students are forced onto

VTE, as is the case in many countries with restricted



responsibility of the State. The two other sources for

financing VTE are (a) employers (via OJT or a payroll tax in

the case of Latin America) and (b) individuals themselves

who are exposed to VTE. These two types of financing have

important efficiency and equity implications.

9. Efficiency. if employers are willing to offer OJT, it mans

that they expect productivity gains from such activities

exceeding the training costs. /f prospective employees are

willing to pay in order to enroll at VTI courses, it means

that they expect to recoup some benefit when they are

employed. Also, private acquisition of VTE skills more

likely gaarantees that suck skills will be used in

employment. Provision of VTE by outmoded Ministry of

Education courses does not.

10. Equity. if, as in the last case, employers or individuals

directly benefit from VTE, why should such form of education

be financed from central government funds, i.e., by the

average taxpayer? There is a sharp asynmetry here relative

to the basic levels of education that on grounds of literacy

and externalities would justify government financing. (For

discussion of this point see Friedaan 1955).
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welder by on-tbe-job training (OJT). In other instances,

specialization way be facilitated by increasing the general

educational level of those who enter VIE courses. In such

case the CourSes could be shorter and cheaper. (St,

Jimenez, rugler and Born, 1986).

12. ,Flexibility. Given the inherent ambiguity on where to Amu

the line between what is 'vocational and what is "general',

one may well argue that, In the case of tarmacs, basic

primary education and literacy is the most vocational skill

one may provide la an agricultural environment (114.,

Lockheed, Jcalson and Lau, 1980, have found that in s number

of developing countries 4 years of education rather than

none raises on average agricultural productivity by 9

percent).

13. towards. Unless the reward structure is right, no headcount

of high, middle *rapper level technicians will be

effectively employed in the occupstional slots envisaged.

For the same reason,that minimum wages are known to create

unemployment aaong the youth, application of civil service

"low" pay scales are responsible for observed shortages in

occupations in apparent abort supply. What maybe needed in

such cases is to allow wages and salaries to reach their

competitive level than create a new UTE school to produce

the "needed" graduates.
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Perhaps a first cardinal rule is to absorb the evidence on VTE

and avoid repetition of past mishaps in other countries. But this is

easier said than done. Administrative inertia is a predominant force and

the power of intuitive, but often fallacious, logic overrides rational

considerations or even the openness to accept empirical evidence.

But assuming that such inertia is bypassed, the tactics would be

to rely as much as possible on the willingness of fires to provide a given

type of training or students to enroll in VTE courses. The reason for such

tactics is that at least Bose elementary efficiency and equity criteria

would be observed not just what a central bureaucrat thinks is good for

the country.

51.
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Where does this lead us? Skills are needed for au economy to

function. If there exist problems with traditional approaches to VTZ, as

outlined above, what should a country's policy be towards securing the

necessary skills in the future for economic growth?

my own view is that the poorer the country is, the more scrutiny

this question should be given. TO put it bluntly, whereas an advanced

industrial country could afford to offer vocational courses at the public

expenseperhaps as "enrichment,"even if the gradustes pursue careers



Of course if the Industrial base does not exist to host

on-the-Job training programs, there may be a case for teaching vocational

skills in schools. But even in this case a distinction should be made as

to whether such school belongs to the mainstream educational ladder or to a

separate vocational track. Experience has shown that vocational education

is more successful if provided outside the formal school system, and

especially if it is not run by the Ministry of Education.

MI1 MI1

The above remarks should not be construed as anti-vocationalism.

The issue is on how to create a work force that is conducive to economic

growth and development in general. Awareness of past mishaps can lead to

their *voidance in the future.
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Also, what if individuals er firms are myopic or simply do not

!
have enough information on the future conparative edvar.tsge of the country

or on new Product lines that wIll be promoted by government in the

international 'market place, e.g., oil exploration leading to petrochemical

industries. Shouldn't the central authority in this case set up VTE

schools to anticipate the need for the rsnge of technicians to be employed

in such industries?

Given the history of past attempts of this kind, the answer is

no. Perhaps the best the Government should do in such case, is to promote

the teaching of science, or even increase the enrollment ratio in primary

schools if this is less than 60 percent -- as it is in easy poor
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